Developmental Education Scaling and Sustaining Success (S3)
FAQ
Questions

Answers

Temple College was selected as a Co-Development partner with Dr. Uri Treisman’s NMP. We will
need funding for release time and professional development for faculty, staff and advisors. Can
we included this in our grant application?

Subsection 1.2 Synopsis of Program states: The S3 program aims to 1) implement DE reforms based on
the outcomes of the Developmental Education Demonstration Projects, outcomes from institutionallydesigned DE reforms, and/or research-based best practices. Additionally, Subsection 1.2 Synopsis of
Program states: Applicants may elect to expand best-practices and promising practices developed at
their institution or to implement best-practices and promising practices developed outside of their
institution. Application must include at a minimum one year of rigorous evidence of the impact of the
practice.As the New Mathways Program is still in the development phase, S3 grant funds cannot be
used to support the development efforts.

There was mention of a deadline for providing names of individuals within our institution that
could be a reviewer for the grant. Was this deadline for tomorrow and was it in reference to
reviewers for this grant?

During the Bidders Webinar, Dr. Morales-Vale made reference to the recruitment of faculty to
participate in the TSI Assessment efforts. Those efforts do not impact the S3 grant process. Per Section
11 Selection Criteria, The Coordinating Board will utilize the expertise of members of the
Developmental Education Advisory Committee to evaluate submitted applications. The Advisory
Committee will make selection recommendations to the Coordinating Board based on each
application’s alignment to the focus areas and other requirements of the S3 RFA.

Is a 19-hour a week project director position acceptable for the 50% project director
requirement?

Yes

Is tuition an allowable expense for professional development?

See Section 12.7.9, Other Direct Costs. “Fundable activities included the following: teacher training and
professional development, including educator stipends.” The total amount allocated for salaries and/or
stipends should not exceed ten percent (10%) of the total budget. This includes the five percent (5%)
allowed for the Project Director position.

Can grant funds be used to pay for networking equipment and data upgrades to install equipment
(i.e. Emporium-style labs)?

See Section 12.7.9, Other Direct Costs. "Fundable activities include the following: technology used
primarily for the delivery of supplementary instruction."

Question about the performance measures listed on page 29 of the RFA. For the Acceleration
component, grantees are required to provide data on "Number of students that satisfy TSI
requirements in 12 months prior to program implementation." Are you asking for the total
number of students that satisfied requirements in the 12 months before the anticipated start of
the program, or are you asking for the number of students who have completed TSI requirements
within a 12-month span of time? If you are looking for the latter, how many years back would you
want us to look?

The number of students that satisfied requirements in the 12 months before the anticipated start of the
program.

Two questions in reference to the required components, page 11 of the RFA: If we are not
focusing on advising/counseling is section 10.1.2 applicable to us? Is the same true for the
Performance Measures for Support from Appendix B?

Monitoring, Mentoring, or Counseling should be included in proposed plans that address Subsections
9.1.1, 9.1.2, 9.1.3, and 9.1.5 as each of the areas directly impact services to students. An applicant who
does not intend to make changes to their model for advising, counseling, or mentoring students does
not need to address the Performance Measures for Support from Appendix B. However, the proposed
plan should provide some support of the success of the current model.

On the Cover Letter for the Scaling and Sustainability grants, can you tell me if the “Authorized
signature”, and the “Applicant Certification” needs to be signed by two different people? Or are
each of these relating to whoever has the ability to sign on behalf of the College?

Authorized Signature and the Application Certification can be signed by the same person if that person
is authorized to sign and submit grant applications on behalf of the institutions. As this practices varies
by institutions, the Applicant should adhere to the policy of their institution.

Can this grant include funds for remediating student who don’t place in the lowest level of
Developmental Education?

There are no restrictions on the level of developmental education students who may be supported by
the S3 grant. The local data should drive the determination on which level of DE students should be
served by this grant. However, keep in mind that the overarching goal is to reach as many students as
possible with innovative programs and policy changes.

Reference: Success, 1st objective: Improve student success by decreasing the number of program participants that withdraw from developmental education coursework.
Our interventions do not include dev. ed. math in this particular funding opportunity. (Math is
If available, Applicants should provide information by discipline. Information can be limited to the
being addressed through a Title V grant.) Do we provide information on math? Should reading,
discipline in which the Applicant plans to implement reform.
writing, and math be separated or does it have to be aggregated?
Do we count students (unduplicated) or do we count enrollments?

Students (unduplicated).

Reference: Success, 2nd objective: Improve student success by increasing the number of program participants that complete 80% of enrolled credit hours each semester.
Our students may take dev. ed. and a regular college course during a semester. Is the question
Developmental Education students.
based on the dev. ed. portion only? Or both?
Reference: Acceleration, 1st objective: Improve the rate that participants satisfy TSI requirements in reading, writing, or math in 12 months.
Do we include ALL students, or only dev. ed.? Please clarify.
Include all students in the target group for the proposed plan.
We are planning to focus on Success and Acceleration. Is tutoring an allowable expense as it
pertains to our focus?

Yes.
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Is the following professional development opportunity a line item we could include in the grant?
On Course Workshops – designed by Skip Downing: The cost of workshops is $2900/day (On
Course Facilitator) or $3900/day (Skip Downing) plus the usual expenses of travel, lodging, and
food for the facilitator. The 3-Day and 4-day On Course Workshops both utilize a comprehensive
workshop book with student success strategies, which is $23 per person (plus shipping). You are
welcome to invite participants from nearby colleges and, should you care to, charge them a fee to
offset your costs. As a guideline, the cost per attendee for a 50-person workshop averages
approximately $68/day. Link: http://www.oncourseworkshop.com/Skip%20Downing.htm

Yes. The proposed plan should include how such training will benefit the institution.

1) Please provide more detail about how student incentive funds can be spent. 2) Are childcare
and transportation allowable? If so, would the student incentive fund be the appropriate place in
the budget?

Student incentives may be used to encourage students to participate in new initiatives. Some approved
incentives include: scholarships for the student purchase books and other class related supplies,
childcare, bus tokens, cost of assessment instrument, etc. Institutions must address questions of longterm sustainability when implementing student incentives.

Please give a detailed explanation of what the following statement means from Page 9 - 8
Program Description: Applicants will provide campus-level data and will utilize the data to inform
their proposed work. In addition, Applicants must provide at least a year of detailed data on the
impact of their proposed innovation(s).

Applicants need to provide campus level data to support their proposed reform efforts. Evaluators
need the information to understand the current situation at the institution and how the proposed plan
will address the situation and increase student success.

Many of the focus areas of the program require additional staff of scale up; however only 10% of
the total grant award is allowable for salaries, and half of the 10% is allocated for the project
director. If we plan to give course releases to faculty to advise and mentor students, would those
funds be considered part of the 10%?

The course release time can be included in the "Other Direct Costs." Please note, THECB will negotiate
the final budget with an Awarded Applicant and Awarded Applicants should be prepared to reduce this
line item in Year 2 of the grant in an effort to address long-term sustainability of proposed reform.

The PD slide says 6 hours of PD, is that per semester or per year?

Per year.

Will there really be a standard placement exam next fall? Will there be uniform cut-off scores for
all colleges in the state?

Yes. The THECB is currently on schedule to launch the new assessment instrument statewide in fall
2013.

For institutions that plan to put forward a proposal that includes more than two focus areas (i.e.
an integrated approach), can grant funds be used to pay for one of the secondary elements noted
in the application? For example, If we focus on assessment and placement and acceleration
activities, can grant funds be used to pay for professional development?

Yes.

Could you discuss the student incentives portion of the budget? Please share approved examples.

Student incentives may be used to encourage students to participate in new initiatives. Some approved
incentives include: scholarships for the student purchase books and other class related supplies,
childcare, bus tokens, cost of assessment instrument, etc. Institutions must address questions of longterm sustainability when implementing student incentives.

What response do we need to provide for campus level data regarding NCBOs? Since we have no
such data, do we include data from other institutions?

Applicant should provide student data 12 months prior to implementing the NCBO. The proposed plan
should also include the potential impact of the NCBO.

A small dev ed project were started in the Fall 2012 semester and currently shows much promise.
Would the data generated from one semester in comparision to past data be acceptable to use to
demonstrate the grant requirement indicated on page nine?

Yes. We would encourage the Applicant to not only include the one semester of data, but to include
the data the supported the implementation of the project (e.g., data prior to the project).

We have been working on embedding DE into technical courses. With this grant we wish to move
that forward to embed or co-requistie into several related programs - but not all of the programs
the college offers. Is this allowable under the S3 grant? That some students, in these targeted
programs, are focused on while the majority of the colleges DE students continue in the current
system. The goal being that as wach program is successful we work on embedding the material in
a new program. This incremental approach is necessary because embedded math would be
different for nursing than it would be for auto body.

Yes. The Applicant should include in the proposed plan the process for evaluating the impact of model
and plans for scaling.

Could providing childcare be considered as part of student incentives?

Yes. However, it is important to note 1) the evaluators will determine if the incentives are appropriate
and if the cost is reasonable and 2) funds from this grant should be seen as "seed" monies to fund
systemic reform within your institution. Institutions must address questions of long-term sustainability
when implementing student incentives.

Can peer mentors be used to satisfy the “monitoring, mentoring, and counseling requirement
discussed in Section 10.1.2 (p. 11) of the RFA?

Yes. However, the applicants must ensure that the mentors are adequately trained to address the
needs of the underprepared student.

All of the professional development topics listed on page 11 of the RFA relate to building faculty
instructional expertise. However, faculty also need training in the area of change management
and change leadership. Can the list of professional development topics be expanded or preapproved by THECB based upon the scope of the proposed project design (i.e. change
management, sustaining change, change leadership, and accountability)?

The examples suggested in the focus area are meant to inform but not restrict proposals. These are
only examples. Plans that are informed by data analysis and clearly describe how the proposed work
reflects actions that are proven to effectively increase success are welcome.
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Appendix F provides an application narrative outline. (a) Do the attachments, such as those
referenced in attachment A&B count toward the 30 page limit? (b) If so, are attachments allowed
beyond those included in the RFA? (c) If so, is there a page limit? (d) Are there limits/restrictions
on the types of attachments (if allowable)?

(a) Yes, the attachments count toward the 30 page limit. Where appropriate, the attachments can be
included as a chart within the narrative of the proposal and do not count against the word limit for that
section. For example, Question No. 4 requires the applicant to describe the implementation timeline.
Attachment A, Project Timeline, can be included in this section as a chart and will not count against the
1500 word limit for this section. (b) Applicants may submit additional attachments if the additions are
imperative to understanding the plan. However, applicants should avoid submitting plans with an
excessive amount of attachments. Evaluators should be able to determine from the narrative if the
proposed plan meets the purpose of the program outlined in Subsection 7.1. (c) There are no
limits/restrictions on the types of attachments. See (b) included in this response.

The statement on p. 16 “The total amount allocated for salaries and/or stipends should not
exceed (10%) of the total budget apply to the preceding section “Other Direct Costs” or the entire
project budget? If so, limits of $15,000 for the project director and $30,000 overall for salaries
poses a serious barrier to the core purpose of the RFA to scale and sustain innovations. Can limits
above the 10% salary cap be negotiated?

The limit on salaries and/or stipends applies to the entire project budget. Applicants can include higher
line item amounts in their proposed budget and the evaluators will consider if the proposed increase is
justified. However, THECB will negotiate the final award with an Awarded Applicant for a S3 grant for up
to $300,000.00.
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